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1. Background:  

 
Government of Andhra Pradesh amended the A.P Rights in Land and Pattadar Passbooks Act, 
1971 through an amendment Act 10 of 2016, which was notified on 19th April, 2016. 
Accordingly it has amended 'The Andhra Pradesh Rights in Land and Pattadar Pass Books 
Rules, 1989' vide G.O.Ms. No. 271, dated 01/07.2016. The key aspect of this Act and rules is 
that it will make optional for the land holders/owners to obtain physical copy of the land record 
and it proposes to introduce a single document –title deed-cum-passbook – in place of the 
existing practice of obtaining two separate documents. Bankers now can grant loans based on 
the revenue records maintained electronically in the software, 'Web land' without insisting on 
physical production of any type of revenue records from farmers. Likewise, registration officers 
would be asked to effect registration of the property on the basis of electronically maintained 
records.  
State government had already dispensed with issuance of manual pattadar passbooks since 
September 2014 and commenced issuing e-passbooks through Mee Seva online portal. The web 
land software had been integrated with the Registration department as well as Banks. As a 
preparation towards shifting to complete electronic records, the Government has computerized 
the land records and placed in the public domain through the website 'Mee-Bhoomi'. It has 
conducted two rounds of 'Mee intiki – Mee Bhoomi' so as to receive complaints from the land 
owners/cultivators with regard to any wrong entries/errors/discrepancies and correct them in the 
electronic records. The government assumed that with this exercise most of the errors or 
problems related to making the manual land records electronic and online were addressed and 
the people now can easily access the records online without any problems. It termed the whole 
exercise as one more step towards good-governance. However, ground level situation and 
developmentsseem to suggest a diametrically opposite picture.  

The online system seems to have become one glaring spectacle of bad and failed governance 
and causing severe inconvenience, agony to the actual cultivators/land holder’s as well 
irreparable loss of their property or threat of such loss. Preliminary reports suggest that basing 
on this system, several syndicates in connivance with corrupt revenue officials are operating at 
mandal, division and district levels. The records are being changed at will and at ease by scores 
of corrupt revenue officials. In fact the ease of doing business has increased manifold for these 
syndicates and corrupt officials, rather than for the ordinary people. Therefore, it has become 
very important and necessary to make the government realize the actual ground situation and 
take urgent corrective steps to check this heavy tampering of land records to restore faith and 
secure feeling among the landowners and cultivators. 

 



 It is also important to note that certain specific recommendations were made by Koneru 
Ranga Rao Land committee with regard to land records and their management, in 2005. 
Important among them are exploring convergence or merging of the departments of Revenue, 
Survey and Settlement and Registration into a new setup where in the whole land records 
management comes under one department and become effective. Another suggestion was to put 
in place a system where in the updation of revenue records takes place regularly and all the 
survey subdivisions, FMBs etc., are updated and digitized. These recommendations are not 
implemented fully till date and the problems cited in the report exist till date, unresolved. 
 
 
2. About the event and exercise: 

 
Andhra Pradesh Vyvasaya Vrittidarula Union (APVVU) has been working in Visakhapatnam 
district for more than two decades. Its core area of work is on land rights and wage 
employment programs. Due to its contacts and spread among the tribal, scheduled caste and 
other backward castes, it has been receiving several grievances and complaints from them 
over past one year with regard to wrong entries in revenue records, particularly online 
pahanis, 1B records etc. Responding to individual grievances, APVVU has been supporting 
people in representing issues in Mee intiki-Mee Bhoomi as well as to local revenue officials. 
But the complaints instead of reducing kept on increasing day by day and did not seem to end.  
 
APVVU has realized the magnitude of the problem and the need to understand the root causes 
more deeply and intervene at the policy level. Accordingly in collaboration with other 
organizations’ like Raithu Swarajya Vedika, Natwan Sngahm and A.P Adivasi Sanghala 
Samakhya organized a public hearing on 2nd June 2016 at Public Library, Visakhapatnam. 
Eminent and experienced people attended as jury and more than 100 people from various 
districts have participated in the event. Twelve case examples from four districts, i.e 
Visakhapatnam, Vizianagaram, Srikakulam and East Godavari were meticulously 
documented and presented. Apart from that there were tens of oral depositions during the 
hearing.  Inspite of limited publicity of proposed public hearing in media. The fact that the 
organizers received around 500 calls in one day from all the districts in the state with various 
grievances regarding online Land records indicates the magnitude of the problem. The issues 
that were raised with regard to the computerization and making online of revenue records, the 
consequences being faced by genuine land owners and cultivators as brought out by the 
affected people are presented in this report, along with some suggestions to resolve this 
pressing issue.  
 
3. Key issues emerged from deposd cases (both written and oral): 

 
The important and overarching issue emerged from the public hearing was that the digitization 
and provision of online access to the revenue records has not benefitted the majority of the 
pattedars and actual cultivators as they cannot readily access the digital records. They were and 
many continue to beunaware of the changes incorporated at the time of digitization, as such 
changes were introduced without notice to those affected. In the normal course, one would 
expect that digitization would only involve the manually prepared records being computerized 
without any change whatsoever. One would also expect that, despite digitization, the hard copy 
of the village records will also be available for ready access and verification. Unfortunately, 
connivance between corrupt revenue officials and land grabbers resulted in several far reaching 
changes being introduced in the records in the guise of digitization, adversely affecting the 
rights of the actual owners of the land, the tenant cultivators and landless encroachers of 



government land. All this was done keeping the cultivators in the dark. Once a wrong entry has 
crept in, the burden of correcting the same has fallen on the legitimate cultivators.  
The procedures for getting the entries corrected being cumbersome and expensive, the genuine 
cultivators were put to harassment. It opened the floodgates to corruption and 
malfeasance.There is no strict mechanism to ensure that the Tahsildar follows the process of 
enquiry and notice ensuring the involvement of all the interest parties before making any 
changes. Also, no accountability is being ensured for correcting the errors occurred intentionally 
or unintentionally during the entries. The government has not taken adequate steps to prepare 
people as well as administration before this transition. No proper monitoring or check-balance 
mechanisms were put in place. Specific head wise observations and findings are provided below 
 

i. Wrong entries/mischief in online entries 
▪ Errors in Survey numbers 
▪ Errors in Sub division numbers 
▪ Change in extent(addition or deletion) 
▪ Omission of some survey numbers 
▪ Change of surname of the pattadar 
▪ Change of pattadar name wrongfully or arbitrarily  
▪ Non-entry of cultivator name, despite having it in earlier manual records 
▪ Wrongful change of land classification 
▪ Entry based on old records, ignoring subsequent transactions and latest status on the 

ground 
▪ Total disregard to the existing and authentic PPBs/T.Ds issued by the same revenue 

authorities 
▪ Apart from unintentional errors, intentionally entries are being forged particularly 

targeting vulnerable sections like S.Cs, S.Ts, single women, old aged etc., 
▪ Names of prominent non – officials misusing their clout for wrongful gains in 

connivance with local officials were highlighted during the course of hearing   
ii. Violations of provisions of the Act and Rules: 

▪ No notification being issued in the village or to interested parties, not even to the 
persons having PPB/TD for those survey numbers, before making changes 

▪ No enquiry being conducted before making changes in the online records 
▪ This is in violation of provisions of A.P Rights in Lands and PPBs Act, 1971 and 

Rules, 1989. 
▪ Tahsildar has been given unlimited powers in making changes without any 

monitoring, control or cross checking mechanisms from the higher authorities, i.e 
R.D.O, Joint Collector or Collector. 

▪ Government started implementing most of the proposed amendments in the 
Amendment Act and rules, even before the Act and rules coming into force, which is 
in violation of the existing Act and rules at that time and are therefore illegal and 
ultra vires. 

▪ No effective enabling and monitoring mechanism to ensure the process of 
notifications, enquiry and changes in a transparent manner 

▪ No accountability fixed or enforced on the mandal level revenue machinery 
iii. Ineffectiveness and insensitiveness in grievance redressal 

▪ The complaints given during 'Mee intiki Mee bhoomu' not being addressed 
completely. Village and mandal revenue officials are simply disposing the 



complaints without notices to all interested persons, local enquires are not conducted 
nor resolution and reporting as addressed. 

▪ The complaints/grievances filed at Tahsildar office are not being addressed in a time 
bound manner and effectively. There is no effective monitoring mechanism on 
grievance redressal 

▪ Pattadars/Cultivators had to pay formal fees at Mee seva centers several times and 
informal fees at revenue offices for corrections, without any fault of theirs and for 
the mistakes done by the revenue officials and functionaries. With this the whole 
purpose of computerization and service provision through Mee seva centers without 
the need to visit Tahsildar office is being totally defeated.  

▪ The corruption and the demand for bribe has increased manifold. 
iv. General observations: 

▪ Public involvement in the process of digitization was negligible. Several S.T 
cultivators had no inkling of the digitization process except that digitization had 
overnight altered the Survey Numbers and extents of land cultivated by them. In 
most cases, the S.Nos and areas shown electronically bore no relation whatsoever to 
those reflected for years in the village records manually prepared earlier. 

▪ Once the records got digitized, the Revenue administration had abruptly given a 
burial to the manually prepared Adangal/ Pahani and other records. This has taken 
most cultivators by surprise. 

▪ Digitization, in many cases, opened the floodgates to land grabbers to get their 
names entered in the village records without any questions asked and without the 
Revenue authorities at least giving an opportunity to those affected to present 
objections. Apparently, digitization became a paradise for the corrupt revenue 
officials who took full advantage of the transition. They knew that the small land 
owners, tenant cultivators and traditional landless encroachers on government lands 
as well as vulnerable people like single and old aged could never access the digital 
record and, therefore, could never assert their rights. 

▪ In many cases, there were ongoing civil cases regarding land ownership. Digitization 
provided an undue opportunity to the litigants to bribe the revenue officials in order 
to get their names entered in the village records without having to go through the 
trouble of awaiting court orders! 
 

4. Consequences: 
 
• The most perplexing aspect is that government did not bother to make the preliminary 

notification for amendments to the rules, in Telugu language and allow discussions, 
feedback at grampanchayat level for a sufficient time. It just gave 12 days period for 
submitting any objections on preliminary notification issued in English on 18th June. 
Promptly after completion of 12 days, not even waiting for a day had issued final 
notification on 1st July, 2016. One fails to understand such a tearing hurry on an issue 
that can have impact on millions of land holders and cultivators, who do not understand 
either the language or the implications of the modified rules. So much for the 
transparent, accountable good governance! 

• The PPBs and Title Deeds in physical form have given the people till now a sense of 
security with regard to land holdings as well as ownership. But with making the 
sameonline, they are feeling that they are never secure as any time, any Tahsildar can 
change the entries, without their knowledge. 
 



• This system of digitization has alienated majority of the cultivators and made them 
incapable of dealing with the system as well as the consequences. 

• This system also opened scope for exchange of money interms of corruption to the tune 
of hundreds of crores, if the whole state is taken into consideration 

• Farmers had to leave cultivation and make rounds of the office of Tahsildar for 
correction, which is causing huge inconvenience to them. This is ironical, as the online 
system provides comfort to some 10% of land owners who donot cultivate but reside in 
cities like Vijayawada, Visakhapatnam, and Hyderabad etc., where they need not visit 
Tahsildar office but canmanage toget things done through a click of the mouse. The 
actual cultivators neither have computer and internet access nor the knowledge nor 
influence to deal with the consequences.  

• This kind of initiatives will work if the whole society is more or less evenly educated, 
knowledgeable and there are no huge differences between various classes and castes, not 
to the Indian, that too Andhra society, which has glaring and increasing inequalities. 

• As the Record of Rights is the preliminary and important record, that is used as evidence 
in the civil courts regarding property disputes, arbitrary change of names in the records 
will give rise to huge litigations. Moreover, influential persons having knowledge and 
access to legal systems are misusing this for getting injunctions against the actual 
cultivators and pattadars in civil courts. As a result, farmers with no fault of theirs had to 
come to courts, bear huge expenses to protect their lands. The possibility of winning 
legal battle is alsobleakfor them as odds are against them.   

 
5. Corrective measures to be taken: 

▪ The government should immediately suspend the operation of amended rules vide 
G.O.Ms. No. 271 and the operation of total online process for banking as well as 
registration purposes. Otherwise those who have no genuine title of ownership to land 
but whose names have got wrongly reflected in the digital record will secure bank loans 
and other benefits, thereby depriving the genuine owners of their legitimate entitlements. 

▪ The government should revisit the whole gamut of digitization of the revenue records 
based on consultation with the localpeople and interested personsat large and introduce 
ways to fulfill the principles of natural justice, such as giving an adequate opportunity to 
the pattedars, tenants and others to represent their respective cases before any change 
whatsoever is introduced in the village records in the name of digitization. Otherwise, it 
will play havoc with the land ownership/ enjoyment rights of millions of small and 
marginal cultivators in the State. 

▪ In eachhabitation / revenue villageand mandal, only after vide publicity of local 
enquiry,issue of notices to all interested persons, publishing the final finding after due 
enquiry and disposal of objections, only then  the digitization should be formalized. It 
can be done in phasesandnot be at once across the state. 

▪ Special focus and care should be taken in the scheduled and remote areas, and in areas 
where land values are very high. 

▪ Even if digitization were to be introduced subject to the safeguards suggested above, a 
hard copy of the village record should always be prepared and made accessible to the 
people at the village level, as a parallel measure of verification of the digitized record. In 
the normal course, there should be no variation in the entries between the pre-
digitization manually prepared records and post-digitization records. If a change had 
been introduced, it should be widely publicized in Telugu, those affected given adequate 
time to represent their respective cases and, after following the due procedures and 
fulfilling the principles of natural justice, the digital records need to be finalized. 
Pending such an elaborate process, the validity of the digital record should be suspended 



to preempt non-genuine persons claiming undue benefits. 
▪ Special officers of the rank of not less than Special deputy collector should be assigned 

for each mandal to receive and resolve the grievances in 2-3 months’ time, that have 
come up as a result of digitization of the land revenue records.  

▪ An independent enquiry by CID or Vigilance wing should be conducted initially in the 
mandals where highest complaints have been received.Thereafter, systematic 
investigations should be carried out in all Mandals to track the changes introduced in the 
guise of digitization, cases of connivance between the Revenue officials and non-
genuine persons detected and deterrent action taken against them under the Prevention 
of Corruption Act and the Indian Penal Code. 

▪ Government should immediately address and resolve the 11 specific case examples that 
are documented and presented along with this report. The government should seek 
written explanation from the concerned mandal as well as district revenue officials on 
these issuesand take stringent follow up measures. 

▪ Recommendations of KRR Committee related to Land records should be examined and 
their implementation should be seriously explored and attempted. 

▪ Registration of documents should be done by the concerned Sub-Registrar i.e. of lands 
falling Mandals within his/her Jurisdiction only. It was reported that certain Sub-
Registrars in collusion with vested interest and local officials are registering the 
documents of lands outside their jurisdiction for pecuniary grain.  
 

Annexure-I: Summary of case examples: 
 
1.  Case No.1/EG/2/06/2011 

Name: Gorrepati Ramana, S/o Nagaraju, Routhulapudi(Village and  mandal), East 
Godavari District, Contact phone: 8125185819 
I along with 5 other families have been cultivating the lands in survey numbers 124/2, 135/2, 
138/2, 138/3 to a total extent of 14.96 acres for several decades as tenant farmers. Our 
names were entered as cultivators in cultivation account (Pahani/Adangal) for several years 
and even up to 2011-12 Fasli. However, when these records are entered electronically and 
made online in Mee Bhoomi website, the names of the pattadars were entered as cultivators. 
The online records for 2011-12 Fasli show them as cultivators whereas the manual records 
show us the  cultivators. This has been done by revenue authorities without conducting 
any  enquiry, issue of any notice or field survey, though there was no change in the field 
situation. We have represented the issue to the mandal revenue officials, but no action was 
initiated till date. 
 

2. Case No. 2/VSP/2016 
Thota Ramana, S/o Sominaidu, B.C, Ravikamatham village and  mandal, 
Visakha District, Contact phone: 9704600760 
An extent of 3.41 acres of land spread over 11 survey numbers is on my father’s  name 
with Patta number 109 in Dondapudi revenue village. My father is having PPB and T.D.  
When i have taken copy of 1 B Adangal from online on 06/01/2013 the details were 
matching, but by 06/02/2016 the details in 1 B were changed. We havenot made any 
transactions between 2013 and 2016 either in terms of sale or purchase or mortgage or 
tenancy. But the extent was reduced to 2.11 in place of 3.41 by reducing small extents 
against some survey numbers and by totally deleting the extent in some survey number. We 
do not know who and how of these changes. When asked in Tahsildar office about these 
changes they could not answer either, but simply told me to pay challan in e-seva requesting 



for corrections. 
 
3. Case No. 03/EG/02/06/2016 

Yegupati Arjunrao, S/o Krishnapurthy, Aged about 54 years, S.C,  Thoorpu 
Lakshmipuram village, Elaswaram mandal, East Godavari  District. Contact 
Phone: 9490670040 
In the survey numbers 23, 24, 93,95, 97 of Thurpu Lakshmipuram an extent of  Ac 40. 23 
Cts land was purchased by S.C Corporation in 2005 from local big farmers. These lands 
were distributed to 56 S.C landless families and were registered individually on our names 
in Prathipadu SRO. One acre of land in survey number 95/9 was registered on my wife's 
name, Yegupati Subbayamma vide  document 1202/2005 on 11.05.2005. It was written in 
the document that advance possession was already given to us. But the lands were not 
handed over to us till date. The farmers who sold land have taken money from the S.C 
Corporation, but still in manual 1-B and in online 1-B records the names of those land 
owners are being shown as pattadars. Because of our struggle and protest, they are not able 
to cultivate those lands, but still their names are entered as cultivators in those lands. For 
example in Survey number 95/2 Nainalasetty Rajkuma, S/o Veeraswamy lands were 
registered on the name of 9 S.C families on  11.05.2005. But in the online records 1-B and 
in Adangal the names of O.C farmers are being continued. We have represented this issue 
several times to the mandal and district officials but met with no response. 
 
All concerned are perhaps also liable for action under THE SCHEDULED CASTES AND 
THE SCHEDULED TRIBES (PREVENTION OF ATROCITIES) ACT 

 
4. Case No. 4/VSP/2016 

Chinni Chinnammulu, W/o Appalakonda, Gadaba(S.T), Aged about 45 years, R/o 
Mulakalapalli village, Cheemalapadua Panchayati, Ravikamatham mandal, 
Visakhapatnam district 
We had around 43 acres of land in Sy.No. 153/4 in the habitation village Dookulapadu of 
Cheemakapadu revenue village on the name of our grandfather Eedala Jogi, S/o Somanna 
with Patta No. 22. Out of the total extent we have sold Ac 25.90 cents to Government under 
IKPs land purchase program in 2006. Proceedings to that effect were issued vide R.C.No. 
186/2005/APD(L), dt..05.2006. After exempting above land, an extent of 1.36 cents land 
was shown as house sites with survey number 153/4‘O’. The extent of Ac 25.90 cents was 
distributed to 14 landless tribals in our village. Out of them Eedala Jogiraju, S/o Paidaiah is 
also one. Land was given on the name of his wife, Eedala Rajulamma. 
While Eedala Jogirau, s/o Paidaiah belongs to Gadaba tribe, he was shown as Koopul 
Velama, a non-tribal caste and a passbook was created on his name as having Ac. 14.13 
cents in Sy.No. 153/4. Based on this pass book this land for an extent of Ac. 11.14 cents was 
registered on the name of two non-tribals (Ac 5.57 cents each) in Chodavaram sub-registrar 
office, after Sub – Register, Narsipatnam reportedly refused to register. Immediately their 
names were incorporated in online 1-B and online Adangal. Officials and the non-tribals are 
threatening that the purchasers are the relatives of one Minister. We have represented to the 
District Collector, CCLA and held public demonstration on 8th February, 2016 before MRO 
office. On that day the Tahsildar told that they have kept online 1-B entry as pending. We 
are receiving threats, but not pass books for our lands. This case also attracts action against 
all concerned including Sub- Registrar, Chodavaram under  THE SCHEDULED CASTES 
AND THE SCHEDULED TRIBES (PREVENTION OF ATROCITIES) ACT after due 
verification. 
 



 
 

5. Case No.5/EG/02/06/2016 
Amuri Chandra Reddy, S/o Pottaiah, Jaldam village, Routhulapudimandal, Eest 
Godavari District 
I earn my livelihood through agriculture and labor work. D. Paidipala and Jaldam are two 
adjacent revenue villages. In D. Paidipala village, in survey numbers 2/1, 2/3 to an extent of 
Ac. 7.93 cents approval was given to Bharat Meat Processing, Procuring and Selling 
workers industrial cooperative union for establishing an unit for this purpose revenue 
records were tampered.  As per R.S.R of D. Paidipala, the total extent of Sy.No. 2 is Acres 
10.93 cents. This is Assessed waste dry. Previously this land was assigned to Gomi 
Nookaraju, Gomi Ramayya and D. pattas were given. But at present these lands are being 
shown as private patta lands in the online records. This land was converted into private land, 
and through proceedings No. D.Dis. No. B/1217/2014, R.D.O, Peddapuram dated 
20.09/2010converted the land use classification from agriculture to Non-agriculture use and 
later permission was given for industrial use. 
Jaldam village panchayat has passed resolution opposing the establishment of Meat factory 
in the village. At present this land is lying vacant. In violation of Assigned lands (POT) Act, 
1977 the purchasers of the land are being shown as pattadars  in online 1-B and Adangal. 
We have submitted representations to the authorities to take action on this as per POT Act. 
 

6. Case No. 06/SKL/2016 
V. Janardhan Rao, S/o Appalaswamy, O.C, Aged about 65 years. r/o Soperu village 
and panchaayt, Rajam mandal, Srikakulam district, 970504332 
I have a total of Ac. 3.75 cents land in survey numbers 145/1, 144/8, 144/7, 131/20 and 
116/7A in Soperu revenue village.  I have PPB and Title deed with patta number 314. The 
same details were reflected in online records when we last checked in August, 2015. But by 
2015 December the details in online 1-B are changed. We have not sold or purchased or 
mortgaged or gave our lands on lease. But in Sy.No. 116/7A an extent of 0.47 cents was 
reduced in by 1-B account. I have visited Tahsildar office for around 20 times between 
December 2015 and May 2016 for representation. But no corrections were carried out. 
Vexed with it I went to the house of the Tahsildar and confronted him. He threatened me 
with arrest. But I did not budge. Eventually he made corrections and increased the extent 
from 0.04 cents to 0.40 cents in Sy.No. 116/7A. It is still short of an extent of 0.11 from the 
original extent of 0.51 cents.  I have specifically asked how the changes were made and who 
made the changes in on line records. I did not get any response. They have advised me to 
pay fees through challan in E-Seva. There are hundreds of such cases in the villages. The 
corruption and the difficulties for farmers have increased manifold because of this online 
records system. 

 
7. Case No. 7/VSP/2016 

Name: S.V Samba Siva rao, S/o Viswanatham, O.C, Aged about 89, R/o Tadi village 
and panchayat, Paravada mandal, Visakha district, Contact No. 9154470676 
I worked in Bhilai Steel Plant and retired as Deputy Manager. We have lands to an extent of 
0.48 cents in survey numbers 8/20A, 223/15, 8/19, 1/3 C on the name of my wife with patta 
No. 560 and Passbook number C 469915. But in the present Online records of 1-B and 
Adangal two survey numbers, i.e 223/15 and 1/3C were removed and the total extent was 
reduced to 0.31 cents. Our land is adjacent to the national highway and near to 
Lankelapalem center. We have not sold or mortgaged our land to anyone. I have applied 
several times for correction, but without any result. I have been receiving feelers informally 



from Tahsildar office to pay Rs. 20,000 as bribe to get the corrections done. Similarly many 
landowners in our village are facing this situation. I am against paying any bribe, so insisting 
on corrections by the revenue officials by themselves as they have created the problem by 
wrong entries or changes. When I enquired about how the changes were made and who 
made I did not get any response. They are simply telling to pay challan in e-seva center for 
making corrections. Even after payment, the corrections are not being made. 
 

8. Case No. 8/VSP/2016 
Name Rebaka Demudu, S/o Maraiah, B.C, R/o Konthalam village and panchayat, 
Rolugunta mandal, visakha district 
I have 0.60 cents of land in survey number 82/2 in the revenue village of Addasaram, which 
is adjacent to our Konthalam village.  This land is in my possession and enjoyment.  I have 
also patta pass book and title deed for this land which were issued in 2013 with PPB number 
C 635501 and patta number 487. But at present in online 1 B or in Adangal my survey 
numbers and extent are invisible in online 1B and Adangal records. I have represented this 
issue several times to the officials in Tahsildar’s office, but with no result. I have all the 
manual records and the land is in my possession but could not understand how it is not 
reflected in online records. Banks are insisting on online copies to issue loans.  
 

9. Case No. 09/VZM/2016 
Dora Kannamma, W/o, Late Veeraiah, Aged about 45 years, Gadaba(ST), Aged about 
40 years, R/o Gogada Valasa village, Kotokapenta panchayat, Pachipenta mandal, 
Vizianagaram District 
In our revenue village of Kotikapenta I have 2.50 acres of land in Sy.No.223/5. This land is 
in my possession and enjoyment. PPB and Title deed were issued in 2013 on my name with 
patta number 381. But in the online records, my extent is being shown as only 1.33 acres. I 
have represented to revenue officials several times to make correction, but with no result. 
How the extent of my land was reduced in online records without any transactions taking 
place or without any application from my side is the unanswered question. 
 

10.  Case No. 10/VSP/2016 
Neelapu Demudu, S/o Bennaiah, Gadaba(S.T),  R/o Chatterjipuram village, habitation 
of Peddapeta, M.K patnam panchayat, Rolugunta mandal, Visakha district.  
I have been residing in my own constructed house in the site in our possession for several 
decades in Chatterjipuram. Similar is the case of others in the village. In survey numbers 
131 and 139 six of us are cultivating the lands to an extent of 14.50 acres and 10.83 acres 
respectively for several decades and we have our houses in the same land.  There is also one 
borewell in survey number 131 which we have laid.  
Non-tribal pattadars of lands in survey number 131 filed an injunction suit against us in 
Civil Judge court, Narsipatnam vide O.S.No. 362/2003. The then M.R.O Sri B. 
Lakshmanrao gave evidence in the court that we are in cultivation and have permanent 
dwellings in that land. Our names were entered in cultivation account. Based on that record 
the injunction suit was decided in our favor. On this judgment the petitioners filed appeal 
case before Senior Civil Judge but was dismissed on 2/9/2015 in our favor.  
But arbitrarily our names are removed from online records for the above two survey 
numbers without any notice or justification. We have represented to the Mandal revenue 
officials, conducted public demonstrations. As a result Tahsildar sent Mandal surveyor to 
our lands and he have the report dated 26.12.2015 that we are in cultivation. But even after 6 
months the Tahsildar has not changed the wrong entries in online records and the persons 



who are not in cultivation are being shown as cultivators. This case also attracts action 
against all concerned under THE SCHEDULED CASTES AND THE SCHEDULED 
TRIBES (PREVENTION OF ATROCITIES) ACT after due verification. 
 

11. Case No. 11/VZM/2016 
Mandangi Surya, Bodlaguda village, Lova Lakshmipuram revenue, Duddukkallu 
pnachayat, Gummalakshmipuram mandal, Viziangaram district 

  
 In this village around 60 tribal families are living by cultivating the agriculture lands. They 
are all illiterate and without much awareness about modern governance systems. In this 
village, VRO has conducted meeting and told them to record and register their patta pass 
books in online. He also told that they will not get any benefits from the government and 
loans from banks if their records are not entered online. Frightened by this, they have 
applied in Mee-Seva centerthrough the VRO for online records. But the details of most of 
the families were not recorded correctly and they are worried about the consequences.  
We have land to an extent of 5.18 acres in 8 different survey numbers on the name of my 
father. But in online records only 4.17 acres is being shown as the total extent. Similarly in 
online 1B record my grandfather’s name was wrongly recorded as Suraiah in the place of 
Neelakantam. Because of these errors banks are refusing to grant loans this year. There are 
around 20 similar cases in our village. 

 


